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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

EVERY KID COUNTS
California’s elementary school truancy crisis is a persistent problem that limits the
potential of California’s children and costs school districts and the state billions of dollars each
year. High rates of absenteeism interfere with students’ right to an education under the
California Constitution. They drive crime and incarceration, and hurt our economy. And most
importantly—they put California’s most vulnerable students at a lifelong learning disadvantage.
If every kid in California counts, then we must count every kid.

While we can—and should—invest in programs to improve our schools, these benefits
will never reach students who do not even make it to class. California must make it a priority to
improve elementary school attendance in order to fulfill the promise of the state’s new Local
Control Funding Formula (LCFF), to improve educational outcomes for all students, and to help
our children compete in California’s global economy.
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IN SCHOOL + ON TRACK 2013
Attorney General Kamala D. Harris’s first statewide report on
elementary school truancy and chronic absence, In School + On Track 2013,
revealed that elementary school students who miss school are more likely to
struggle academicallyi and eventually to drop out of school altogether. ii
Dropouts cost the state more than $46 billion dollars each year,iii including
more than $1 billion in juvenile crime costs alone. iv Above all, districts and counties may not
realize the true scope of their attendance problems because chronic absence is masked by an
insufficient statewide infrastructure for tracking attendance in California. v
IN SCHOOL + ON TRACK 2014
In School + On Track 2013 highlighted the unacceptable rates of elementary school
truancy using attendance records from the 2011-2012 school year. This year’s report indicates
that those rates were not isolated or unique—truancy rates are persistent in California. In the
2012-2013 school year, the school year immediately preceding last year’s report, 1 in 5
elementary school students were truant, or 744,085 students. This marks an increase of 1.2%
from 2011-2012.vi Because California takes an entire year to release its official truancy figures,
official truancy rates are only available for years that predate the 2013 report.
This year, due to a partnership with Aeries Student Information System, we have access
to new estimated rates of absenteeism for disadvantaged student populations from the 20132014 school year.vii The findings from this research are alarming.
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According to estimates based on a sample of California school districts, over 250,000
elementary school students were chronically absent in 2013-2014—defined as missing 10% or
more of the school year, adding up to roughly 18 or more school days. viii Even more troubling,
over 50,000 elementary students were chronically truant, and over 40,000 missed at least 36
days of school in one year.ix Absences are also highest in the earliest years of school most
critical for developing foundational skills like reading. As was true in In School + On Track 2013,
we can only estimate these more severe indicators of attendance problems because California
does not collect information on students’ total absences, chronic absenteeism, or chronic
truancy.
INCOME & RACIAL DISPARITIES
Almost 90% of the elementary students with the most
severe attendance problems—those who miss 36 days or more of
school per year—are estimated to be low-income. And 1 in 10
low-income students missed 10% or more of the 2013-2014
school year. These students have rightfully been targeted for
increased resources under LCFF, and improving their attendance is an important step to
advancing their educational opportunity.
Racial disparities in attendance are particularly troubling. Thirty-seven percent of
African American elementary students sampled were truant, the highest of any subgroup
(including homeless students) and 15 percentage points higher than the rate for all students.
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Taken statewide, almost 73,000 African American elementary students are estimated to have
been truant in the 2013-2014 school year. Nearly 1 in every 5 African American elementary
school students—over 33,000 in total—missed 10% or more of the school year, a rate over two
and a half times that of white students in 2013-2014. Most troublingly, African American
elementary school students are chronically truant at nearly four times the rate of all students,
and are more than three times as likely to miss 36 days of school or more per year. Moreover,
absences are highest during the most important years when children learn to read, an
important benchmark for long-term academic success and predictor of dropout rates.
Because the state is not collecting this critical information, the attendance crisis among
African American children has largely remained hidden. Therefore, we cannot conclusively
explain the stark contrast between African American elementary students’ rates of absence and
that of nearly every other subgroup. We do know, however, that African American children
experience many of the most common barriers to attendance—including health issues,
poverty, transportation problems, homelessness, and trauma—in greater concentration than
most other populations. We discuss these barriers in more detail in Chapter II.
This attendance disparity must be a wake-up call for local and state policymakers. We
need not, and should not, accept these figures as inevitable. This is a solvable problem. If local
agencies have the information necessary to illuminate these patterns, they can direct resources
to the students and families that need them the most. In Chapter II, we highlight innovative
models for engaging and empowering communities of color and other disadvantaged
populations to resolve barriers to attendance.
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Other at-risk students also display troubling patterns of absenteeism. In grades K-6, 30%
of homeless students in the sample were truant in 2013-2014, and approximately 15% missed
18 or more days of school. Finally, truancy and chronic absence rates for American Indian and
Alaska Native students are similar to those for African American students, but the smaller
sample size for this population has led to less consistency in the rates observed. Latinos are also
more likely to be chronically absent than White students, though they suffer from less of a
disparity than that observed for African Americans.
SUSPENSIONS START EARLY
New research this year demonstrates the way in which elementary school suspensions
exacerbate the attendance crisis, particularly for disadvantaged students. As with chronic
absence and other attendance indicators, California’s outdated infrastructure for attendance
does not collect information on lost learning time due to suspensions. Therefore, we can only
estimate these absences based on our study with Aeries.
In our sample of approximately 147,000 elementary
school students, 5,000 days of school were missed solely
due to suspensions. Statewide, that means California’s
elementary school children missed an estimated 113,000
days of school last year due to suspensions alone.
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Racial Disparities in School Discipline
African American children represent only 18% of preschool enrollment, yet they account for
over 40% of all preschool students suspended at least once.
From 1st through 5th grade, African American students are suspended more than twice as
much as White students. In 1st and 2nd grade, they are suspended up to 3x more than White
students.
Suspensions in elementary school are an important indicator of whether or not the same
students will be suspended in high school.
Moreover, disparities in discipline and school treatment begin from the first day of class,
even in kindergarten and pre-kindergarten settings. African American students (representing
only 8% of the sample) accounted for 20% of K-6 days missed due to suspension, while Latino
students (representing 44% of students in the sample) accounted for roughly 40% of the
suspension days. African American students missed more than twice as many days of school per
student due to suspensions than White students. The same was true for American Indian or
Alaska Native students. In addition, the number of school days missed per student due to
suspensions was three times as high for special education students and five times as high for
foster students when compared to all students. These numbers are a stark reminder of the
need to reevaluate discipline policies that remove elementary school students from the
classroom.
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TOO MANY ABSENCES AT TOO HIGH A COST
New research from the past year confirms that truancy and absenteeism in elementary
school have far-ranging implications for academic achievement and student engagement in
school.x The association between poor attendance and academic achievement among
elementary students is robust—affecting all Californians, especially low-income students and
students of color—and creating real perils for the academic futures of these young students,
and the economic future of all Californians.
The impact of a child’s attendance on his or her academic success starts in
kindergarten.xi Chronically absent kindergartners performed below their better-attending peers
on math and reading skills assessments—effects that are particularly pronounced as absences
increase.xii In California, fourth graders who missed more than three days of class in the month
prior to taking national assessments scored more than a full grade level below their peers with
no absences during that period. xiii
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Low-income students and students of color were more likely to miss school and to suffer
academically from these absences. Low-income fourth graders were 30% more likely to miss
three days or more in the prior month and scored lower on assessments than their more
affluent peers.xiv The same correlation between high absenteeism and lower scores held true
for African American, Native American, and Latino fourth-graders.xv
Financial losses to California school districts resulting directly from student absences
also continue to add up. In School + On Track 2013 revealed estimates indicating that school
districts lose over $1 billion per year in school funding due to absences. These estimated losses
remain consistent over an updated three-year study of the 2010-2011, 2011-2012 and 20122013 school years. In fact, school districts have lost over $3.5 billion over three years.xvi
Put simply, California cannot afford this level of absenteeism in our state. School
districts need better tools to monitor and respond to elementary school truancy so that they
can make informed, effective decisions at the local level.
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LCFF and Attendance – Know the Facts
The Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) is the new formula for funding California
schools adopted by the Governor and Legislature in 2013. LCFF gives every school district
a base funding grant that is calculated according to ADA. Additional funds are allocated to
districts based on the number of English learners, low-income, and foster youth they
enroll. Schools where more than 55 percent of the students are English learners, lowincome, and/or foster youth qualify for additional “concentration” funds. The new
funding formula gives school district more control over how the funds are spent.
Every school district and county office of education must adopt a Local Control and
Accountability Plan (LCAP), which must specify annual goals and action plans that address
all eight state priorities.
•
•

One of the state’s 8 priorities is “pupil engagement,” which is to be measured by
school attendance rates, chronic absenteeism rates, middle school and high school
dropout rates, and high school graduation rates.
LCAPs must address all 8 state priorities for the entire student body, as well as for
certain pupil subgroups, which include racial/ethnic subgroups, low-income pupils,
English Learners, pupils with disabilities, and foster youth.

LOCAL CONTROL FUNDING FORMULA
California’s landmark Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF)—championed by Governor
Jerry Brown and supported by a broad coalition of educators and policymakers—presents
school districts and counties with the opportunity to reduce the barriers that prevent
California’s children from obtaining the full benefits of a public education. Enacted in 2013 and
implemented in 2014, LCFF directs resources where the need and challenge are greatest,
including to serve disadvantaged student populations such as foster youth, low-income
students, and English learners. Among many groundbreaking reforms, LCFF requires school
districts to address attendance and chronic absence as part of the state priorities they must
include in their Local Control and Accountability Plans (LCAPs). As In School + On Track 2013
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lauded, LCFF provides an important tool for California to reduce elementary school truancy and
chronic absence, particularly among targeted at-risk student populations.
Full implementation of LCFF requires structural improvements at the state level to help
districts remove barriers to an equal education. The 2014 report identifies those opportunities
for improvement and the necessary state support that can empower districts to fulfill their legal
obligations and articulated goals under LCFF. For example, in the absence of statewide student
attendance records in California, many school districts do not have access to the detailed
attendance and absence information necessary to set specific improvement goals for their
students and for disadvantaged student populations targeted by LCFF.

California is 1 of only 4 states in the U.S. that does not track student attendance in its
statewide records system.

One in 10 districts reported that they do not know their chronic absence rate for the
2013-14 school year. As a result, the majority of district LCAPs contain little to no information
on attendance rates or goals related to attendance and chronic absence for these student
subgroups. Our review of 140 randomly selected LCAPs revealed that only 15.7% of school
districts identified baseline chronic absence rates. A separate review of 80 district LCAPs by the
nonprofit organizations Fight Crime: Invest in Kids, Children Now, and Attendance Works found
that less than 1 out of 3 districts described any specific annual goals for reducing chronic
absence for the general student population, and only 5% of districts “set forth chronic absence
goals disaggregated by subgroup.”xvii
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NEED FOR STATE INFRASTRUCTURE
California is one of only four states in the
nation that does not track attendance statewide.
This failure is inhibiting solutions to the attendance
crisis. The Attorney General is joined by a widerange of national and state leaders in her efforts to
combat truancy and chronic absence. President
Obama’s My Brother's Keeper initiative
acknowledged that “[f]ailure to attend school
regularly, especially in the early grades, can severely
impair a child’s ability to participate in a rigorous
curriculum.”xviii Secretary Hillary Rodham Clinton
has also launched a Too Small to Fail initiative
focused on children ages zero to five, recognizing
that early learning is critical to long term success for children and our economy. xix In California,
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Torlakson, Chief Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye and
the State Board of Education have all made improving attendance a state priority.
But there is more work to be done. Legislation pending in California would close some of
these gaps and help districts implement LCFF’s attendance requirements.
School districts and counties need additional support and tools from the state. While
schools and districts are responsible for monitoring student attendance at the local level, states
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play a critical role in securely collecting attendance records, flagging chronic absenteeism, and
supporting attendance interventions. The lack of statewide infrastructure to track and monitor
attendance in California severely hampers school districts’ ability to reduce truancy and chronic
absence. Even the most active school districts are limited in their ability to comprehensively
address attendance problems without additional tools. These antiquated systems do not
represent the rich history of California as a global hub of innovation, modernization and smart
government systems.
School districts report that upgraded statewide infrastructure would help them to track
and intervene to solve attendance problems. Survey responses from district leaders indicate a
need for greater support from the state, including:
•

Infrastructure to track and monitor student attendance over time and across districts;

•

Reports from the state on school-level and district-level chronic absence rates, including
for LCFF subgroups;

•

Information on the outcomes of truancy referrals to district attorneys; and

•

Greater collaboration between agencies to support students and their families who
need help to improve school attendance.

Legislation sponsored by Attorney General Harris to address these district needs is currently
pending in California.xx

School district survey responses call for greater state support for their efforts to track truancy
and chronic absence and more information about the outcomes of different intervention
strategies.
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RECORDS NEED TO FOLLOW STUDENTS
California’s current methods for tracking attendance—local systems, with records that
don’t follow the students—are disconnected from the transient reality of many California
students. Nearly half a million California students transferred schools last year, and as many as
1 in 6 children will transfer schools two or more times by the end of third grade.xxi Sixty-five
percent of California students transfer at least once between 1st and 8th grade, and 26% change
schools three or more times during that period. xxii And the challenge of serving mobile students
is even greater for disadvantaged students. School mobility is much higher for foster youth, xxiii
homeless children,xxiv and migrant youth,xxv for example, than it is for their peers. Moreover,
school transfers are most common during elementary school.xxvi
The importance of tracking mobile elementary students’ attendance across local silos is
therefore critical to prevent a recurring pattern of poor attendance while children are young.
Yet less than half of school districts that responded to our survey reported that they have a
system in place to alert the receiving school about a student’s attendance history when he or
she transfers into one district from another district in California. In addition, 30% of school
districts surveyed reported that they still do not have the capacity to track even their local
students’ attendance history longitudinally, i.e., year after year.
The experience of Oakland Unified School District (OUSD), one of the most active
districts in the state on attendance, illustrates the need for modern state infrastructure. At the
beginning of each school year, OUSD informs every principal in the district of the school’s
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attendance record the previous year, as well as the history of each individual student in that
school. Once the school year starts, principals and their staff receive weekly reports on
attendance and chronic absence rates at their school, and a roster of students showing their
attendance rate, whether they are chronically absent for the year-to-date, whether they are “at
risk” of becoming chronically absent, and the number and reason for absences. Schools also
learn whether some groups are experiencing especially high absenteeism (e.g. kindergarten and
first grade, African American, English learners, and students with disabilities).
These model practices are only as good, however, as the stability of student enrollment
at OUSD. Anytime a new student transfers into OUSD, the district is unable to serve that
student in the same way it serves others. Principals do not have immediate access to that
student’s attendance history, and educators are left to wait for previous attendance problems
to resurface at OUSD. State attendance records would allow OUSD to implement its policies to
serve all its students equally, rather than having to discover the symptoms of poor attendance
anew while a child falls further and further behind.
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STOPPING NEW STUDENTS’ ATTENDANCE PROBLEMS BEFORE THEY RESURFACE
Without the proper tools for tracking student absences, districts miss a valuable window
of opportunity to preempt attendance problems that lead to educational inequity. The two best
predictors of a student’s attendance problems are poor attendance in previous years and poor
attendance in the first month of school. xxvii In order to leverage these powerful predictors and
reach students before they fall too far behind, districts need the tools to:

1)

Track attendance year over year for each student, so that they can help
correct past attendance problems before they reemerge; and

2)

Quickly access records for new students in the district, so that they can
respond to early attendance patterns for each student at the beginning of the
school year.

Statewide infrastructure would aid districts by creating a repository of student-level
attendance information that is accessible to educatorsxxviii when students transfer into the
district, and would allow districts to track student attendance over time. By arming districts
with tools to conduct early, efficient outreach to families, more serious problems can be
prevented before they develop.

AB 1866 (Bocanegra) would enhance the California Department of Education’s student record
system to include a student’s attendance, chronic absence, and chronic truancy.
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NEED FOR SERVICES FOR FOSTER YOUTH
Foster youth have been identified as a disadvantaged student population under LCFF as
a way to target additional resources to those students with the greatest educational need.
Research on the life trajectories of foster youth confirms the need to improve both local and
statewide support and infrastructure for this vulnerable student population.
Foster youth are as much as two times more likely to be absent from school than other
students.xxix Our study of attendance rates for foster youth mirrors these high rates of
absenteeism. In grades K-6, more than 1 in 5 foster students in the sample were truant in 20132014, and nearly 1 in 10 of those foster students missed 10% or more of the school year.
Moreover, these rates of absence are likely understated due to the difficulty of tracking
foster youth as they change schools. School mobility is much higher for foster youthxxx than
their non-foster peers. Youth in foster care experience a change in placement about once every
six months, and can move schools on average one to two times per year.xxxi Foster students
report an average of over eight school transfers and over seven placement changes for an
average of less than seven years spent in foster care. xxxii During these transfers, delays in school
registration and missing documents from outdated records systems can cause months of lost
learning time as each new district is blind to the student’s attendance problems in the previous
placement.xxxiii According to one study, “foster youth lose an average of four to six months of
educational attainment each time they change schools.”xxxiv Consequently, approximately 75%
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of foster youth perform below grade level standards, and by third grade 80% have had to
repeat a grade. With each school change, foster youth fall further behind academically. xxxv
Due to these and other factors, less than half (49%) of foster youth complete high
school or receive their GED.xxxvi Foster students also have lower enrollment rates in California
community college, and have lower rates of persistence for a second year in community college
than other disadvantaged students. xxxvii In one study, median earnings among employed former
foster youth were 59% of their peers’ income. Foster youth are also several times more likely to
rely on public assistance.xxxviii Moreover, foster youth are incarcerated at disproportionately
higher levels. Over 70% of all California State Penitentiary inmates have spent time in the foster
care system.xxxix
We can and must do better for our foster youth in California. Modernizing our systems
to get more of them to class each day—especially in the critical early years—is an important
first step.
SIGNS OF PROGRESS IN 2014
In some counties, local school districts are working creatively and collaboratively to
address the elementary school attendance crisis. Responses to our 2014 survey of school
district leaders suggest that many districts have made improvements to their systems for
tracking, monitoring and responding to attendance problems since the first report was
published in 2013. In fact, 85% percent of school districts surveyed for the 2014 report
indicated that they have now made or plan to make improvements to their efforts to combat
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truancy and chronic absence. Of those school districts that made changes to their attendance
policies and programs, more than 60% cited an increased awareness in their district about
attendance issues since 2013 as a reason for making such improvements.
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SUMMARY & UPDATE ON KEY FINDINGS FROM 2013
1. 2013 Finding: Truancy and absenteeism in elementary school have far-ranging

implications for California’s economy, public safety, and children.
2014 Update: Newly released data from the 2012-2013 school year demonstrate that in the
two years leading up to In School + On Track 2013, elementary school truancy and absenteeism
were at crisis levels in California. This loss of valuable learning time, particularly for the state’s
at-risk students targeted by LCFF, costs the state billions of dollars each year by increasing the
burden on social services and the criminal justice system, and widening the opportunity and
achievement gap.
2. 2013 Finding: Student record systems need repair and upgrade to accurately measure,
monitor and respond to truancy.
2014 Update: There are signs of improvement to local, intradistrict record systems since last
year. However, there is still much more work to be done. The lack of a modern, comprehensive
system in place across the state to track attendance creates serious gaps in information and
accountability. Our records system is outdated and prevents local and state policymakers from
efficiently addressing the problem.
3. 2013 Finding: Early intervention—even in severe cases—can get young children back on
the right track.
2014 Update: The two best predictors of attendance problems are poor attendance in the
previous school year and poor attendance in the first month of school. School districts need
tools to leverage this window of opportunity for early intervention when the school year
begins.
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NEW KEY FINDINGS FOR 2014:
1. High mobility students are at greater risk in California given the current lack of
statewide infrastructure for tracking attendance.
Nearly half a million students transferred schools between October 2012 and October 2013 in
California. Yet, students’ attendance histories are not readily available to a receiving school
when a student moves into a new district. Instead, records stay in local siloes, with no modern
system to integrate and share information. The lack of information on students’ previous
attendance patterns severely hampers prevention and early intervention efforts for students
with historically poor attendance, including those the Local Control Funding Formula is
expressly designed to assist.
2. The attendance crisis disproportionately affects disadvantaged students—from higher
rates of attendance to greater numbers of missed days of school due to suspensions.
Foster and low-income students have much higher rates of absenteeism and suspension when
compared to the same rates for all students. For example, foster students miss nearly 5 times
as many days per student for suspensions when compared to all students. Socioeconomically
disadvantaged students also have higher rates of absenteeism and miss more days of school
per student due to suspensions when compared to all students.xl
3. District Local Control and Accountability Plans (LCAPs) do not reflect many of the
increased efforts districts report making to improve attendance since 2013, and do not
reflect the LCFF’s intent for districts to prioritize attendance and chronic absence.
LCFF offers an important opportunity for districts to improve attendance, particularly for at-risk
students. Eighty-five percent of districts surveyed reported that they have made changes to
their attendance improvement efforts or plan to do so next year. Despite these efforts,
however, most districts fail to adequately address attendance and chronic absence in their
LCAPs. This omission is all the more glaring because one of the goals of LCFF is to provide
additional resources to disadvantaged students, who are both more likely to miss school and to
suffer more for each day missed.xli
4. Investments to improve attendance save money.
Millions of dollars have been recovered by California school districts as a direct result of their
efforts to improve attendance. Not only do investments in attendance programs have the
potential to improve students’ lives and long-term chances for future success, they also make
good short-term financial sense for school districts. Districts we surveyed estimated gains from
$1,000 to $1.3 million in additional ADA funding as a direct result of their attendance initiatives.
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SUMMARY AND UPDATE ON KEY 2013 RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. 2013 Recommendation: Use the new Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) to ensure
accountability for attendance.
2014 Update: Under LCFF, school districts and counties are required to develop LCAPs that, in
part, address school attendance and chronic absence. Some school district LCAPs indicate that
they have already begun to implement a range of programs to improve attendance in their
schools, especially for their at-risk student populations.
However, the majority of districts failed to adequately address attendance and chronic absence
in their inaugural LCAPs. Counties should ensure districts comply with LCFF’s requirement to
address attendance and chronic absence in their Local Control and Accountability Plans (LCAPs).
In addition, the state must upgrade its infrastructure so that each district has the information
necessary to address the required attendance components in its LCAP. Legislation proposed by
the Attorney General, AB 1866 (Bocanegra), will assist those districts that do not currently have
the capacity to track and monitor chronic absence and attendance by modernizing the state’s
education records system.
Earlier this year, the Attorney General’s Office also distributed a sample LCAPxlii to assist
districts as they plan to address attendance issues. The template offers suggestions and
examples of how districts can prioritize truancy and chronic absence in their LCAPs. It also
encourages the use of multiple measures of school attendance, including truancy, habitual
truancy and chronic truancy as defined in the Education Code. Attendance Works also created a
resource guide for California school districts, county offices of education, and the community as
they develop their LCAPs.xliii
2. 2013 Recommendation: Modernize the state’s student records collection system.
2014 Update: School districts should not be forced to work in isolation without the necessary
tools to do their jobs. State infrastructure must be put in place to ensure that all districts, even
small, lower-resourced districts, are able to access the attendance information necessary to
effectively track and monitor attendance and chronic absence, as intended by the required
LCAP “pupil engagement” priority.
Attorney General Harris sponsored legislation, AB 1866xliv (Bocanegra), to enhance the state
Department of Education’s student record system to include fields on truancy and absenteeism.
California is one of only four states in the country that does not collect student attendance
records on an individual basis. This legislation will allow local school districts to monitor and
analyze attendance patterns, as required under LCFF, and ensure California uses the modern
technological tools pioneered in our state to serve our most vulnerable residents.
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3. 2013 Recommendation: Expand & Improve School Attendance Review Boards (SARBs).
2014 Update: Attorney General Harris has sponsored two pieces of legislation to improve
California’s system of School Attendance Review Boards (SARBs).xlv Forty years ago, the
legislature created SARBs to divert students and families with school attendance issues from
the criminal justice system. Proposed upgrades to SARBs include improving the membership of
County SARBs, and providing local governments more information on the outcomes of local
SARB interventions so they can direct resources to the most effective programs. AB 1643
(Buchanan) and AB 1672 (Holden) accomplish these goals, and have been passed in the
California Legislature.
4. 2013 Recommendation: Critically assess any school policies that remove students from
the classroom.
2014 Update: Out-of-school suspensions often operate to compound students’ time away from
the classroom. Over 40% of school districts reported in our survey that they are changing
discipline policies to either reduce the number of suspensions in their district or to prevent
students from missing as much school for suspensions. Our analysis of suspension rates
confirms that students of color miss considerably more school due to suspensions than other
students and affirms the need to collect more detailed information on student suspensions by
duration, grade and subgroup.
5. 2013 Recommendation: District Attorneys (DAs) and other law enforcement officials
should participate on SARBs and other informal or formal attendance collaborations;
accept referrals to prosecute parents of chronically truant elementary school children;
and prosecute only the most recalcitrant cases of truancy when all prior interventions
fail.
2014 Update: Recognizing that prosecution should be a last resort, Attorney General Harris has
sponsored two pieces of legislation aimed at improving law enforcement’s positive involvement
in truancy prevention and intervention. AB 2141 xlvi (Hall & Bonta) requires that district
attorney’s offices provide a report to school officials on the outcome of a truancy related
referral, so that school officials can determine which interventions are most effective. In
addition, AB 1643 (Buchanan) adds representatives of a county district attorney’s office and
county public defender’s office to both county and local SARBs to enhance their ability to solve
the root cause of truancy problems.
The Attorney General’s Office has also convened a panel of district attorneys, nonprofit
advocacy and social justice organizations, and educators to form the Truancy Intervention Panel
(TIP) to improve outcomes for students entering SARB proceedings, participating in mediations
with district attorney offices, and for those parents facing prosecution. TIP will create a best
practices guide for agencies engaged in those initiatives.
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6. 2013 Recommendation: Design and implement a program to communicate that school
attendance is important, and it’s the law.
2014 Update: The Attorney General’s Office, along with many organizations across the state
and nationally, have been working to raise awareness about the importance of school
attendance and to inform parents of the negative impact missed school days can have on their
children’s academic success. First, Attorney General Harris committed to release this report on
an annual basis. In addition, each year the State Superintendent of Public Instruction helps to
raise awareness about the importance of school attendance by recognizing model SARBs that
are working to address the underlying causes of students’ attendance problems. The Chief
Justice of the California Supreme Court has also launched a five-year initiative—Keeping Kids In
School and Out of Court—that includes increased attendance among its benchmarks of
success.xlvii In addition, the California Endowment has pledged $50 million over seven years to
initiatives aimed at supporting at-risk youth,xlviii which includes reducing suspension rates and
improving attendance among its goals.
Efforts are also underway nationally to draw further attention to school attendance. For
example:
•

•

•

President Obama’s My Brother’s Keeper Initiative (MBK) highlights the need to improve
attendance and academic achievement for at-risk youth, especially young boys of
color.xlix
The Campaign for Grade-Level Reading (GLR) has made improving school attendance a
focus of their work, and has partnered with Attendance Works for a “Call to Action for
Superintendents” to focus on reducing chronic absence. l
The Boys and Men of Color initiative, a network of 40 national, regional, and community
foundations, has made improving educational outcomes and school attendance a key
component of its work.
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THE WORK AHEAD
Too many elementary school children are losing the chance to gain an equal education
and critical life skills due to truancy and chronic absence. This costs our state billions of dollars
in lost income and taxes, and costs associated with our criminal justice and social services
systems.
Since the release of In School + On Track 2013, many school districts across the state
have stepped up their efforts to monitor and address truancy and chronic absence. We have
seen improvements in attendance programs and policies throughout California. Now we must
fully implement these innovative policies to ensure we achieve significant reductions in the
number of students who are truant and chronically absent. Districts need better tools and a
statewide infrastructure in order to take the next step and make meaningful progress toward
addressing the attendance crisis. These new tools and statewide infrastructure will also help to
fulfill the central promise of LCFF—to improve educational outcomes for disadvantaged
students. Legislative proposals offered by the Attorney General’s Office, in collaboration with
lawmakers, law enforcement, educators and advocates, represent an important step forward in
fully implementing LCFF and ensuring all Californians, regardless of their backgrounds, have
access to equal educational opportunity in our public schools.
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